THE
BEGINNING
A Moment in Time

Home, community and a sense of place
have always been important to the
members of our group. We noticed that
our response to the Moment in Time
brief was quite similar, with a narrative
of connection through place and
community being apparent in each of
our work.

MIND MAPPING

Theme
We instinctively gravitated towards the
Developmental Goal Sustainable Cities and
Communities with a group exercise
reaffirming our shared beliefs. Artists such
as Maser, Olafur Eliasson and Paul
Seawright initially gave us direction when
we began mind mapping.
The housing crisis is a personal issue to the
members of our group. It is highly visible in
day to day life and affects us on a physical and
emotional level. We used it as a starting point;
first looking at the statistics related to
homelessness, displacement, emigration and
the hidden homeless; then ‘home’ as a physical
and metaphysical idea. We were interested in
home as a structure, built for the purpose of
shelter and security while also questioning if
home is a feeling, a sense of place that is
transient.

Housing is a national and international issue. As
of 2020, the United Nations estimate the number
of people without adequate shelter is 1.6 billion.
As a group, we questioned the sustainability of
housing in Ireland. Our research uncovered the
harsh reality of the housing crisis and the
implications of property law in our constitution.
We critically analysed Article 43 and the
absence of the constitutional right to adequate
housing.
We investigated the ‘five pillars’ of the Rebuilding
Ireland Campaign; the Government’s action plan to
tackle the housing crisis. The policy and practice
documents are devoid of a clear, embedded value
system. On comparison with Ambition for Programme
for Government 2020 a similar plan proposed by the
Simon Community, we decided to use the ‘five pillars’
as a template to create our own value system in
accordance with their programme.
Prior to our research, the complexity of the situation nor
the variety of people it affects were known to us. The
statistics are shocking and the numbers can be
overwhelming. House and apartment prices continue to
rise dramatically yet salaries do not correlate. There is
not enough housing built by the state, land has been
privatised. Covid 19 has also had a devastating impact
on the physical and mental well-being of those without
adequate shelter. It is a negative situation that can be
hard to translate in a positive way artistically. This was
the challenge we faced.
We have been inspired by and fully support the Home
for Good campaign which calls on a referendum on
Article 43.

STATISTICS
2,651 children in
emergency homeless
accommodation
“there is no legal

deﬁnition of an ‘affordable
home’...”

27 empty
houses for every one
person

47%
are living at home

homeless individuals
8,702

Krzysztof Wodiczko

Krzysztof Wodiczko is known for his
large scale projections on
architectural facades and monuments
with themes of memory and
communication in a public space.
His combination of art and
technology appealed to us in light of
a rethink of what a gallery space
could be. We had a vision of
projection mapping onto derelict
sites, highlighting the ‘voids’ in
society. Voids are the name given to
social houses that are waiting to be
refurbished by the council.

Responding to Aaron Siskind’s
photograph, Jerome 2, (1949) in the
Moment in Time exhibition in the
National Gallery of Ireland led us to
the concept of layers and fragments
of the home. The generational peel of
tenants that have inhabited the space
and exhibit the sense of connection
to a place.

Louise Bourgeois

Aaron Siskind

ARTIST
RESEARCH (1)

Louise Bourgeois’s Structures of
Existence: The Cells are architectural
structures made over two decades. A
combination of found objects,
garments and furniture they deal
with emotion and memory separating
the internal from the external world.
On first sight we felt it conveys the
imprisonment many citizens feel,
locked into expensive rentals, the
hidden homeless forced to live at
home, or unfortunate situations
people have found themselves in.

RESPOND &
CREATE

Our research took us from policy and
practice documents, to onsite visits at
derelict sites and abandoned buildings.
We wanted to experience the sense of
place these structures imparted on the
landscape. How do they affect the
surroundings and the community
around them? Is there a palpable
awareness of what was there before?
Site notices feature on the structures
that remain. They are of interest to the
community as the replacement can
have a positive or negative effect.
People approached us to speak about
the vacant structures and voice their
hopes and concerns. The narrative of
community, connection and a sense of
humanity was beginning to emerge.

Responding to our research we
began to experiment with materials
with constructional value. The idea
surrounding freezing or conserving
memory related to our use of resin.
Sally Mann’s quote of home being
“a container of memory” fuelled
these explorations.
Looking at the structural
foundations of a house encouraged
us to question the idea of home as a
unit, being the members within it as
opposed to its framework.

Courtesy of the
National Folklore Collection

Memory, connection and values were
strong themes in our initial response.
As the interactions with locals and
family members made such an impact
on us, we decided the best way to
cement these opinions, memories and
feelings were in a short film and
installation. Policy and practice
documents lack community input and
often the voice of the people is stifled
or oppressed. Airing the voices and
opinions of the citizens was important
to us.
We posed the question; “What does
‘home’ mean in Irish culture
today?”. A digital artwork to be
archived online meant this moment in
time would be enduring. We contacted
the National Folklore Collection in
UCD who, due to Covid 19, directed
us to their online archive.

We wanted to use archive imagery to
evoke a sense of humanity in the
viewer. The value system employed by
the Government is devoid of emotion.
As humans we strive for connection
and communities are formed on this
connection and cooperation. Linking
with the past, the film intends to
convey a transition of values from a
truer sense of ‘home’ to a greater focus
on economic growth.
Researching Irish folklore deeper, the
material and immaterial aspects of
home appealed to us. Each country has
a tradition of good luck items. Objects
such as holy water, iron, salt, coal and
coins related to the luck of the home
became physical embodiments of our
five pillars to which we attached our
values.

Jenny Holzer

Turner’s films engage in
experimental techniques
which result in interesting
abstractions and narratives.
We gained knowledge in our
search for contemporary
filmmakers and allowed us
to think more conceptually
when approaching our
narrative.

Sarah Turner

Irish composer, vocalist and
artist Jennifer Walshe’s
performances can humour,
astound and even change
your perceptions. Her video
pieces to accompany her
spoken work were the
inspiration for
experimentation with text.

Jennifer Walshe

The colours and textures in
Jodie Mack’s experimental
films are captivating. We
wanted to employ images that
are flashed on the screen to
hold your gaze, similar to
Mack’s work, “Wasteland No.
1: Ardent Verdant”, (2017).

Jenny Holzer’s use of text in
a public context
communicates strong
messages such as VIGIL,
2019 which addressed gun
violence. As the housing
crisis is a social issue, we
were inspired to have our
work in a public context.

Sean Hillen

Jodie Mack

Hillen’s juxtaposition of
images create fantastical new
landscapes. Blending the old
with the new, the
recognisable with the
surprising can provoke
reactions and new beliefs of
what is ‘known’.

ARTIST
RESEARCH (2)

CREATE &
BUILD

Clockwise from top right;
Sample label for installation;
Preparatory sketches for the
‘Nine Irons’ and the sculpting
process; Using quotes taken
from interviews with friends
who have been affected by the
crisis and projecting them onto
derelict / neglected spaces;
Video editing process; Sculpting
the intricate stand for the coal;
Preparing elements to shoot;
Placement of objects in bell jars.

GALLERY
SPACE

Special thanks to the National
Folklore collection, RTE, British
Movieline, Lorcan Film Unit and
Stoneybatter Radio for archive
imagery and audio.

The gallery space encompasses an
installation and film projection. We
utilised a range of elements inspired
by our derelict site visits and
interactions with community
members. The symbolic portrayals
of our five values appear in the form
of five objects which are
traditionally linked to the luck of the
home. Coins signify affordability of
which there are 27 old Irish coins to
represent the 27 empty houses for
every one person in emergency
accomodation.

At one point you hear voices layered,
one reading Article 43 and the other, the
‘five pillar’ approach. Straining to hear
the distortion is akin to attempting to
digest the heavily worded documents.
The objects appear in the form of a
Mary statue (Holy Water), a burning
fire (coal), a chain (iron amulets which
were once on a charm bracelet), coins
frozen in ice (coins) and the sound
recording of a salt being emptied (salt).
The result is something personal to us
yet also personal to the viewer as the
crisis affects us all.

The short film, entitled ‘Void’ is a
comment on the housing crisis.
Imagery and scenes we shot appear
alongside archive footage which is
interspersed with audio/text taken
from said documents, interviews
with locals, friends and family
members.

Following the film, a blank site notice
hangs over a statement by Rosemary
Hennigan, Policy Coordinator with
Focus Ireland. Her words, which argue
for Constitutional change, are an
antithesis to formally worded policy
documents and offer hope for the future.

